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CLAIMS

What is claimed is:

A uiclliod^of determining a public key having a reduced long lh ami a factor p,

using^QFOt?
2
) arithmetic to achieve GF(p

6

) security, without explicitly constructing

GF(p
6

), cothpjising the steps of:

selecting a numaei^q ^hd a number n/such that p**2 - p + 1 is an integer multiple

of q;

selecting a number g of order

B, where Fg(x) = x**3 - Bx**2 +

q, and its conjugates can be represented by

and^e roots are g, g**(p-l), g**(-p);

representing the powers of g using their trace over theTffekl GF(p
2
);

LJ

i. s

selecting a private key; and

-eemputing a public key as a function of g.

2. A method of encrypting a message using the pubjic key generated by the method

of claim 1.

3. A method of decrypting a message using J^fe public and private key generated by

the method of claim 1.

4. A method of signing a message uy/ftg the^dblic and private key generated by the

method of claim 1

.

5. A method of verifying a s^natur^ ^singjjie'public key generated by the method

of claim 1

.

6. A method of Diffio^Hellman key exchange and related schemes using the public

key generated by the method of claim 1.
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A ,

qy^t?m far .detrti mill i ng , i pnlil i r. k^.y having a rr.rtur^ length and ft tfl^r pf

usirts GF(p2
) arithmetic to achieve GF(/?

6

) security, without explicitly constructing

GF(p
6
)/

sQomprising:

a processbs^for selecting a number q and a number p such that p**2 - p + 1 is an

integer multiple of

said processor^electmga number g o£order q, where g and its conjugates can be

represented by B, where Fg(x) =^*3^j$aCl£ + (B**p)x -1 and the roots are g, g**(p-

i), g**(-P);

said processor representing the powers'^g using their trace over the field GF(p
2

);

said processor selecting_a-prifate key;

a memory coupled to said processor for storing the private key;

said processor computing a public key as a function of g; and

a network intfrfarp far distributing ffimH piihlin kay over a network.

8. A system of encrypting a message using the publip^key generated by the system of

claim 7.

9. A system of decrypting a message usini

the system of claim 7.

10. A system of sigpiffg a message u

system of claim 1

private key generated by

ate key generated by the

11. A ^ystem of verifying a signature using the public key generated by the system of

clair
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12. A system of Diffie Hi

key generated by the system o

ey exchange and related schemes using the public

13: A-compUter program articleof manufacture, comprising:

computer readable medium for determining a public key having a reduced

length ana^a factor p, using GF(p
2
) arithmetic to achieve GF(/?

6
) security, without

explicitly constraQting GF^^^cpfflprisingT

a computer irogrataa. means in said computej/readable medium, for selecting a

number q and a number p sucn^at |>**2 - p + 1J#1in integer multiple of q;

a computer^program meani jjQfljd computer readable medium, for selecting a

number g of order q, where g and ftts conjug^s canbs represented by B, where Fg(x) =

x**3 - Bx**2 -I- (B**p)x -1 and the roots are g, g*\p-l), S**(-p);

a computer program mefins in said computej>reaaa^le medium, for representing

the powers of g using their trace over the fie\dJ3r(p );

a computer program means in said computer readable mediuni^for selecting a

private key; and

a computer program means in said computer readable medium, for computirtg^a

public key as a function of g ;

14. The article of manufacture of claim 13, wHicJi-ferther comprises:

a computer program means in saj^wnputer^adable medium, for encrypting a

message using the public key.

15. The article of manufacture of^laim Yi, which fiirther comprises:

a computer program means/in^id^perfiputer readable medium, for decrypting a

message using the^public and private key.
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16. The article of manufacture of cljhn 13, which further comprises:

a computer program means in said computer readable medium, for signing a

message using the public and privatakey.

it

17. The article of manufacture of claini 13£^ffich further comprises:

a computer program mean^ in ^aj4 compiler readable medium, for verifying a

signature using the public key.

18. The article of manufacture of claim 13, which further comprises:

a computer program means in said computer readable medium, for Diffie Hellman

key exchange and related /chernes using the public key.

ic key having a reduced length and a

factor^p. using GF(p
2
) arithmetic to achieve GF(p

6
) security, without explicitly

constructing^S5fe
6
), comprising the steps of:

selecting a^rtmnb^li^id a number p suclrthat p**2 - p + 1 is an integer multiple

ofq;

selecting a number g of oraer q, wljere g^nd^its conjugates can be represented by

B, where Fg(x) = x**3 - Bx**2 + (B'^pc -1 and the rocits^are g, g**(p-l), g**(-p);

representing the powers of g using their trace over tfye field OT^);

selecting a private key; and

computing a

20. A method

method of claim 19

3n of g.
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21. The method of decrypting a message using the public and private key generated

by the business method of claim 19.

22. The method of signing a message usmjg thaf public and private key generated by
/ / ] /

the business method ofclaim 19.

23. The method of verifying ^ si;

business method of claim 19.

the public key generated by the

24. The method of Diffie HeMman key exchange and related schemes using the public

key generated by the business method of claim 19.
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